Abstract-The performance of the FDDI token ring and IEEE 802.6 DQDB protocols are compared using discrete event simulation models. A Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) of 100 km and with 50 stations was modeled. A 100 Mbps channel is used for both networks, with a traffic model with large (1 khyte) low priority packets and smaller (100 byte) high priority packets. The delay and fairness characteristics of both networks are anapackets with a 100 byte information field. Both FDDI and DQDB were assumed to operate over the same comunications cl-Lumel at the SLZme mission delay wils derived from the to IneaSuTe Pedomcmce, while each station's share of available bamb+bh in overload conditions was obtained to measure fairness. Two Mbps rate. The packet lyzed. The simulations show that FDDI has advantages in fairness and maximum capacity, while DQDB offers lower delay at all except very heavy loads and has a stronger priority mechanism. levels of priority were This paper is similar in concept to a report prepared by Wainright and Myles [6], which compared FDDI and DQDB on both
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levels of priority were
This paper is similar in concept to a report prepared by Wainright and Myles [6] , which compared FDDI and DQDB on both I. INTROINC'TION performance. Since the preparation of that report, however, the DQDB protocol has changed significantly, it is now better understood,-and, with the a p p k i l i f a stable DQDB shndard, it i s appropriate to revisit the subject. The Fiber Distributed Data. Interface PDDI) [1, 2, 3, 4] is a st'mdard for a. 100 Mbps fiber optic token ring local area network (LAN), which is coming into wide commercial use. The Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) [SI protocol is a new metropolitan area network (MAN) standard. Although logically a bus protocol, DQDB will often be wired as a dual ring for fault tolerance. The simplest FDDI topology is also a dual ring. All FDDI networks operate at the same rate, 100 Mbps. DQDB will use a number of different physical layer carriers, the most commonly discussed hive rates of about 1.5, 43 and 140 Mbps, compatible with the DSl, DS3 and SONET telephone trunk carriers. The general range of intended trmmission mtes of the two networks are therefore similar. Both networks offer a packet priority feature ' and support MAN size configurations of 100 km or more.
Equivalent FDDI and DQDB networks were simulated, with configurations as similar as possible and under similar offered traffic loads. The configuration investigated was a dual ring or bus 100 km long with 50 stations, intended to represent a large MAN. The loads consisted of two types of Medium Access Control (MAC) level packets, low priority packets with a 1000 byte information field, and high priority 
DESCRIPTION OF FDDI
We simulated the FDDI Medium Access Control Protocol (MAC) [1] which defines the FDDI token passing packet protocol. It runs above the Physical Layer Protocol (PHY) [2] and Physical Layer Medium Dependent (PMD) [3] sublayers which provide a 100 Mbps data chumel with a number of out of band symbols used for packet framing and to maintain clock synchronization between packets. Stiition Management (SMT) [4] provides for the inanagement and initialization of the FDDI ring.
The FDDI topology, a dual ring of trees, is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . The full dual ring of trees is not comparable to any topology accommodTted by DQDB, but a simple case, the dual ring, is comparable to a ring wired DQDB network.
There are two kinds of dual ring stations, one with a single MAC, Fig. l(b) , and one with two MACs, Fig. l(c) . In an FDDI dual ring with single MAC stations, all MACs are on one of the rings, while the other ring is used only for recovery from failures. The total bandwidth capacity of a such a dual ring is 100 Mbps. An FDDI ring with all dual MAC stations has a totd bandwidth of 200 Mbps. This is the configuration most comparable to DQDB. In this paper we consider only the dual ring, dual MAC FDDI configuration with a 200 Mbps total bandwidth.
Since it i s possible to reach every station in the dud MAC dual ring via either ring, some strategy, not specified in the FDDI standard, is required to select the ring to be used. An efficient strategy is to Live one packet queue for both rings and to use the first available token on either ring to send the packet, however this can result in the out of order delivery of packets. A simple strategy h i t avoids out of order delivery is to use separate packet queues for each ring, assign each destination to a particular ring and use only h i t ring for that destination. Half of the destinations are assigned to each ring. With a uniform traffic distribution this works well 'and avoids out of order delivery. This is the method that was modeled. However, if the load is not uniform (that is there are some stations which receive much more traffic than others) care is required in the assignment of destimtions to rings or this strategy might result in long term unbal,anced loads on the two rings. We did not investigate the effects of unbalanced loads or of algorithms for reassigning destinations when one ring becomes congested. In this paper we will present the delay and load for a single 100 Mbit/s ring. Because the traffic distribution is 'assumed to be uniform the performance of the other ring is identical and the total load for the dual ring would always be twice the indicated load.
In either of the dual ring configurations a single fault causes it wrap around the fault, as illustrated in figure 1 (d) . The wrapped ring is now almost twice as long, and has a 100 Mbps bandwidth.
The FDDI packet is illustrated in Fig. 2 . It consists of an information field plus 28 bytes of overhead. The total length of the packet must not exceed 4500 bytes. The information field may be from 0 to 4472 bytes long. In this paper, offered loads are expressed as information bytes per second, and a 28 byte overhead is included in the simulation for every packet.
FDDI defines two W i c modes: asynchronous rind synchronous. Asynchronous traffic is the normal mode for computer packet traffic, while synchronous mode provides strong m'wimum access delay limits and useful for access delay sensitive applications such as packet voice. FDDI synchronous W f i c does not correspond to any DQDB service 'and in this paper we hme simulated only asynchronous operation.
The FDDI MAC timed token protocol is regulated by a Token Rotation Timer (TRT) in each station. The value of a Turget Token Rotution Time (ITRT)is determined by a bidding process during ring initialization. When a station receives a token, it loads the residue of the TRT into a Token Holding Timer (THT), sets the TRT to TTRT and may then transmit queued asynchronous packets until either the THT expires or the queue is exhausted. A token which anives after the TRT has expired cannot be used for asynchronous traffk.
An optional priority scheme for asynchronous traffic is defined in FDDI by using priority timers (T-Pr-n) in each station, which are set to some value less than TTRT. The priority timers govem the operation of lower priority message transmission. They are trmted in a m<mer similar to the TRT. When the token arrives at a sbtion the priority timer residue is loaded into a lower priority token holding timer and the priority timer is reset. Less time is available for the transmission of queued lower priority messages than for packets which may use the full TTRT. Up to 8 optional priority timers are defined by the MAC standard. A stzition without priority timers cLan send only at the highest priority. We simuhted one priority timer. In this paper, the rotation time avaikible for the high priority packets is TTRT, while the time available for the low priority is TPri.
Ross [7] provides a more complete introduction to FDDI. The behavior of FDDI is well understood 'and :inallytical models allow determination of network utilization a a function of, ring latency, actual token dehy and TTRT [6, 8, 9, 101 . No known, broadly applicable Landytical model provides accurate packet delay estimates for heavily loaded FDDI networks [lo] but discrete event simulations have been used [6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 141 to investigate FDDI delay perfonn'ance under loads approaching the capacity of the network. Johnson has published a proof of the correctness of FDDI fault detection and recovery protocols [lS] . The DQDB MAC to LLC data service is the only one with defined convergence function; the other DQDB services remain undefined in the current standard. The MAC to LLC data service is similar to the LLC service of LANs and closely corresponds to the service provided by FDDI to LLC. It is the only DQDB service which is simulated in this study. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the DQDB MAN open bus topology. Two buses, x and y, propagate through sutions in opposite directions. At the head of each bus is a head-end station which originates empty slots down the bus. The simplest protocol one might imagine on such a dual bus is to allow s~-tions to simply fill any empty slot passing through it. Such a protocol is obviously quite unfair, giving an advantage to stations inunediately downstream of each head-end. The queue arbitrated DQDB medium access method is a method of improving the faimess of the use the first empty slot protocol. Each DQDB slot has a header with a Busy bit and 3 Request bits. When the Busy bit is set, the slot is used, and each of the Request bits corresponds to a different priority level.
F C S Coverage
DQDB stations request slots on bus x by setting a request bit of the appropriate priority on bus y, and vice-versa. Stations maintain counters for each bus which are incremented by requests of an equal or higher priority on the opposite bus and decremented by empty slots on the original bus. When the counter is zero (indicating no pending downstream requests) a station may use [an empty slot and mark it busy.
Transmission on bus y is the mirror image. A station monitors Busy bits on bus y, and Request bits on bus x.
With a very heavy load, the request from a stition near the downstream end of the bus must often propagate to the head end before causing an empty slot destined for the downstream station. This results in unfairness to downstre'm stations on each bus. In the find draft of the DQDB standard, bandwidth balancing was added, to improve fairness. Bandwidth bdancing, which operates under the control of the BWB-MOD parameter, causes the station to pass one empty slot on bus x which it would otherwise use, after using BWB-MOD slots on bus x. If BWB-MOD is set to 2, a station uses two slots (following the arbitration rules of the DQDB MAC state machine), then passes an empty slot it would otherwise be allowed to use, then uses two slots and so on. If BWB-MOD is set to zero, bandwidth balancing is not used and a stzition uses every slot it is allowed to use. The default value of BWB-MOD is 8.
For compatibility with existing LANs, B-ISDN and DQDB define a multislot protocol data unit structure, similar to the packets of conventional LANs such as FDDI. The DQDB Initiul MAC Protocol Datu Unit (IMPDU), which we will call a packet, is illustrated in Fig. 4 and is similar to the FDDI frame. The IMPDU includes a header, trailer and Information field. The Infomition field may be from 0 to 9188 bytes long. The header is 28 bytes long and contains both a source and destination address, as well as other control fields. An optional 32-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) may be contained in the trailer. With the CRC the trailer is 8 bytes, without it the trailer is 4 bytes. Since it is likely that the IMPDU CRC feature will not be widely implemented, a 4 byte LMPDU trailer was implemented in the simulation (because of the packet sizes chosen, adding the CRC would hive no effect on the results presented in this paper). The offered load in the DQDB simulation is given in IMPDU Information field Mbps.
Since only 44 of 53 bytes in each slot cany payload the maximum load carried cannot exceed 83.02 9% of the ch,umel capacity. DQDB uses cells with a fixed 44 byte payload ' and there is some unused payload bytes for any MAC packet which is not M exact multiple of 44 bytes. In the simulations, the small packets have 100 information bytes plus 28 header bytes. Three slots with a t o d payload of 132 bytes are used leaving only 4 unused bytes per packet, or about 3% of the otherwise available bandwidth. With the longer 1000 byte packets, 2.6 o/o of the avaikxble bandwidth is unused.
While the DQDB protocol depends on the ammgement of stations in a nonbranching bus, it is possible to close h i t bus back on itself, with both head-ends are at the sane stzition, forming an open dual ring as shown in Fig. 3(b) . This will probably be a common way of configuring a DQDB MAN, since, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (c), it allows a broken cable or sLition to be bypassed, with shtions on either side of the break assuming the role of the head-ends. The bandwidth and delay of the network are not 'affected by the reconfiguration.
The DQDB protocol was originally called QPSX. Newm' an, Budriis and Hewlett published a description of the QPSX protocol [20] . The unfairness of the original DQDB protocol has been discussed in the literature [21, 22, 231 . The term unfairness refers to differences between sLitions in merln access delays as a consequence of their position on the bus. However, the addition of the Bandwidth Balancing feature significantly changed the fairness properties of the current DQDB protocol. Conti et al. [23] address fairness in DQDB with ' and without Bandwidth B'dzancing. Using extensive simulations they conclude hit:
With or without Bandwidth Balancing DQDB is unfair when the network is heavily loaded, but to less than full cripacity, in the sense h i t the slot access delays depend upon stzition position.
DQDB is unfair without Bandwidth Balancing when the network is overloaded, because stations share the capLxity of each bus unequally. Without B'andwidth Balancing, the steady stite behavior of DQDB in overload conditions is not predichble on a station by station basis from the final steady state load.
The steady skite response at e'xh st?tion to the overload depends upon the initial conditions when the overload is imposed. DQDB is fair i n overload conditions when B,mdwidth
Balancing is enLzbled because stations receive ,an equal share of the b'andwidth on each bus, after a transient period, whose length decreases as b,&ncing is made stronger (BWB-MOD is made smaller).
Iv. THE TRAFFIC' MODEL
For most of the &ita presented below a bimodal two priority level traffic distribution was simulated. The information field of the high priority packets was 100 bytes. The information field of the low priority packets was 1000 bytes. This traffic model simulates a background of bulk &ita transfers or storage accesses ' and a foreground of higher priority control or interactive traffic. About 91% of the load on the networks, then, was amibutable to the larger, low priority packets.
The packet arrival intervals at stiitions were the sane for both priority classes ' and were approximately exponential. A pseudomndom number was used to select an interval from a table with (an exponential distribution to determine the time of the next packet "ival at each stzition. The load was controlled by changing the expected value of the packet "ivnal interval. There was no correlation between the arrival of high and low priority packets, nor was there any correlation between the destination addresses of successive packets.
We selected packet destinations with a uniform distribution runong all the network stations. With FDDI this results in a uniform load for e' wh Skition on each ring. For DQDB, however, each station generates a load on e' wh bus proportional to the number of remaining downstream stzitions on that bus. The station by stzition load on each bus is then heaviest at its upstream end and zero at its downstreram end and the station by station load on one bus is the mirror inage of the other. This is called "symmetric" loading ' and is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Measurement has shown that actual LAN traffic pattems are often complex and not necessarily modeled well as a simple Poisson process [%I. The "ival process for bulk datzi transfers is more bursty than a Poisson process. However, we feel that our model is a plausible, if simplified, load model for a high bandwidth network which permits comparison of the two protocols ' and the effects of their priority mech,misms.
In this paper the primary performance meamre is packet m f e r delay, which is measured from the time the packet was placed in the transmit queue of the source shtion, until the last bit of the packet is received at the destination stzition. The load is expressed as infomition in bits per second.
v. SIMTJLATIONS Discrete event simulations were written for both networks. The simulations were for normal steady state operation, excluding network initialization and error conditions. The FDDI simulation follows the token around the ring, since everything of interest takes place in the station holding the token. Separate transmit queues are maintained in each station for low and high priority packets. When the token enters a new station, transmit packets which have arrived since the last token arrival are generated and queued. Each packet is smnped with its arrival lime. Counts are maintained for each station of packets queued, packets transmitted and packets lost due to queue overflow. The station then sends queued packets, high priority first, until the THT or T-Pri counters expire, then releases the token to the next station in the ring. The queue waiting time for each transmitted packet is accumulated in each station. Packets queued at the station while it is holding the token are transmitted at the next rotation.
The DQDB simulation follows a time slot approach. Time is advanced in increments equal to the time to tr'ansmit one slot (4.24 ps), and processing on each bus is simulated at every station, in the order in which slots arrive at the stations.
For each shtion, simulated packet traffic is generated in a mLmer similar to the FDDI simulation, with an exponential distribution, but with :in expected packet 'arrival interval half that of a single FDDI ring, since only one bus may be used to reach any station. A uniform random number is generated to determine the packet's destination address. The destination address selects the bus on which the packet is to be transmitted, resulting in the symmetric load of Fig. 5 on each bus. Packets are time stamped on anival, and statistics are kept for each station and packet queue. A consequence of the slot time organization of the simulation is that the DQDB bus must be <an exact number of slots long (one slot interval is about .8 km of bus length) ,and st;ztions must be located at exact slot intervals, although several stations may be located at the same point. This slot interval organization speeded the simukztion, and seems a reasonable simplification for long buses.
In the interest of speedy execution on even relatively modest personal computers, the simulation was written in the C language primarily using integer cUthmetic. The C language simulation of DQDB typically requires 10 to 15 minutes to simulate 1 second of operation of a SO station DQDB network using a 25 IvlHz 80386 computer with no floating point processor. The C language simulation of FDDI simulates 1 second of FDDI operation in about 10 seconds of execution time on the same 25 MHZ 80386 PC. While the speed of the FDDI simulation is nearly independent of the number of shtions on the network, a large component of the DQDB simulation time is linear with the number of stations.
Although there are no analytical models for FDDI packet delay at high loads, the models of Ulm [2S] ,and Jain [9] did provide a way to check FDDI simulation by comparison of delays at light loads and the maximum utilization of the ring. Similar analytical models for DQDB are not available. The results of M independently generated Simscript language DQDB simulation were compared to the C simulation results and proved similar. We also reasoned h i t , DQDB would be similar in its operation to a slotted ring at light loads and used a modified analytical model for slotted rings by Bux [2S] as a further "sanity check" on our results.
A propagation delay of 1 p s through was assessed for each FDDI station, which is approximately consistent with the standard. For the DQDB simulation no delay through stations was included, although there must be at least one bit of delay in each station, since the station delay would probably be sm,d compared to the slot time resolution of the timer and the effect of delay on DQDB is small. in the DQDB simulation, stations were located on integral slot length boundaries. Within this constraint, they were distributed as evenly as possible. In the FDDI simulation the stations were, evenly distributed around the ring (although the spacing of stations has almost no effect on performance).
Only one FDDi ring was simulated. With a fixed assignment of destimtions to a specific ring and a uniform traffic distribution, half the traffic from is sent on each ring. The delay for a total load on both FDDI rings is the same as the delay on one ring at half that load;, a load of 60 Mbps on one ring corresponds to a load of 120 Mbps on the dual ring. We also simulated traffic on only one DQDB bus, with its request bits on the other bus. With a symmetric load, the same load is seen for the i-th station on bus x as the (n-i)th station on the bus y. The total load on both buses for station i is computed by summing the load at stations i and n-i. Combined station delays for both buses, are symmetrical about the middle of the bus. We simulated a uniform combined load for both buses and the transmit load at each station on each bus increases in the upstream direction. In some figures. the results are shown for only one bus, to show positional effects on one bus, while, in other cases, the combined results for both buses are computed by summing the results for stations n and n-i. and shown to illustrate the overall network average.
In both simulations packets for each station were placed into FIFO queues depending on priority. Queues holding 50 packets were used in all simulations. If the steady state load for a queue exceeds the bandwidth available for that priority, then the queue will eventually overflow. The simulations reported the high water mark for each queue, the number of packets remaining in the queues at the end of the sirnulation and the number of packets which were queued, transmitted ,and dropped (due to queue overflow) at each queue.
Ex'mination of the delays and station queue status over various simulation time periods showed that steady states were reached within one simulated second. Transient start up effects were substantially eliminated by discarding the delay data collected during the first 2 simulated seconds of operation. Data was measured for 10 simulated seconds for each point reported in the following sections. This represented from 20,000 to 200,000 simulated packet transmissions, depending on the load. Computing a single data point for DQDB required more than two hours on a 25 M H z 80986. We wished to collect several hundred data points. Much of the DQDB data were collected on a multiprocessor on which we were able to simultimeously execute as many as 8 simulations ,and run for more than 1000 80386 CPU hours.
We were primarily interested in metropolitan rather thhan local area networks. Unless otherwise stated, all data presented below are for a SO stcition, 100 km network.
VI. FINN PERFORMANCE
The performance of FDDI has been reported in a number of studies [ll, 12, 13, 14, 1S]. The 'ITRT is a key parameter in controlling FDDI performance. Jain [9] derives the following equations:
where E is the efficiency (ratio of bandwidth used to carry packets to channel capacity), n is the number of smions, L is the ring latency ' and ADmax is the maximum access delay. TTRT must be greater than L. For large n, the maximum efficiency is, Emm is given by :
ADmax is linear with n Md TTRT, but Emax approaches 1 as TTRT becomes large. Therefore if TTRT is at least several times L, increasing TTRT improves Emax only slightly, but causes a linear increase in ADmax. making TTRT very large only slightly increases the ability to carry more data, but significantly increases the maximum access delay. The m,urimum 'ITRT which must be supported by FDDI stations is 165 ms. With SO stations <and a 100 km ring, this would result in a maximum access delay of over 8 seconds, which may be unacceptzble.
Jain argues that a TTRT of 8 ms is a good compromise for most FDDI networks. Because we are concerned with metropolitan area size networks, where the latency would typically be larger than in a LAN, we simulated FDDI for 'ITRT values of both 8 and 16 ms. Fig. 6 illustrates delay versus load for a SO station FDDI network under the two priority traffic model, at lengths of 25 and 100 km. Plots are shown with a TTRT of 8 [and 16 ms. 7TRT determines the time available to transmit the highest priority packets on each token rotation. If we assume, as we did in our traffic model, h t the high priority packets are a relatively small part of the total load, there is no reason to m,&e TTRT much larger than TPri, which governs the time available for the low priority packets. We chose T-Pri values of 7 [and 15 ms.
With a 100 km ring, 'ITRT of 16 ms and P-Pri of 15 ms, we obtain a maximum throughput of 92 Mbps . Increasing 'ITRT to 165 Mbps and T P r i to 150 increases the " x m u m throughput only to 95.2 Mbps. The plots of delay for 'ITRT = 16s ms are not illustrated in Fig. 6 because they are indistinguishable from the TTRT = 16 ms case, until delays much larger than shown in the figure are encountered. The asymptote for T-Pri = 150 ms is, however, shown in Fig. 6 . The high priority packet delay is nearly the same as for the low priority packets, until loads causing token robtion times of TPri are reached. At this point smions begin cutting off low priority transmission. In this region the total high priority load (only 9% of the total offered load) i s still light [and enough time remains until TTIPT is reached so that high priority queues are exhasted with each token rotation. Therefore, the transfer delay curve flattens out so that the average high priority transfer delay is approximzztely half of T-Pri plus the t h e required to rotate half way around the ring. As offered load increases further, high priority delay increases gradually until high priority traffic makes up nearly all the packets accepted, the average token rotation time approaches 'ITRT and high priority queues are no longer exhausted with each token rohtion. FDDI priorities ensure that high priority packets get through with a bounded delay, when the network is flooded by lower priority packets. They do not reduce the high priority packet delay when the network is not saturated.
Dykem'an and Bux [13] have observed h t high priority packets will not necessarily dispkwe all lower priority packets, even when the total high priority offered load alone exceeds the network capacity. Fig. 7 illustrates the carried load versus the offered load for loads which exceed the chrmel capacity. The slight decrease in capprtcity with very large loads is due to the lower efficiency of the sm,?Uer high priority packets. In our model all stations have the stme high priority load and send high priority traffic fist (the FDDI stanciard does not require a shtion to send higher priority M i c first). With this policy [and our traffic model, high priority traffic does eventually displace all low priority traffic.
FDDI is considered to be a fair protocol [11]. With the uniform traffic distribution, we found virtually no difference between stations in mean delays, whatever the load. When the load exceeded the ring capacity, we found that all stations received a nearly identical share of the bandwidth. We also tested FDDI by imposing a very heavy low priority locad at one station to flood the network, while loading the other stations with a uniform load near the capacity of the ring see if one station could cause other srations to be denied low priority bandwidth. Delays for low priority packets increased, but only the flooding station was forced to "drop" packets because of queue overflows. Delay for high priority packets increased slightly. Dykeman and Bux [12] have shown that it is possible to produce positional unfairness in FDDI with asymmetric traffic loads and multiple priorities. If only one station is generating a large load of high priority or synchronous traffic, then the low priority packets of stations immediately downshaelm of that one high priority station have a lower "n delay than oher stations further downsueam. When we put a very heavy high priority load (SO Mbps) at one stzttion, and a light uniform low priority load at all other sixtions, a few stations immediately downst" from the high priority station did show a modest advantage in average low priority delay.
m. DQDB PERFORMANC'E
The BWB-MOD parameter in DQDB affects performance.
This parameter can be adjusted to improve the fairness of the DQDB bus. The default value is 8. The standard [SI says:
"Fajl-in this context is defined as giving an approximately equal share of the bandwidth to all stations attempting to access the medium for transmission ... when the offered load of all stations exceeds the bandwidth available on the medium, the use of bandwidth balancing allows all stztions to receive an equal share of the bandwidth in the steady state." The DQDB standard also states:
"The bandwidth balancing technique is used to ensure fair sharing of bandwidth between stations operating at a single priority ... the performance of the multiple priority access mechanism with the bandwidth balancing is also for further study." There are several possible measures of fairness and it is not clear which measure is the most appropriate. It does seem tk?t in a perfectly fair network, with a uniform stittion load, the following should hold -The mean packet access delay should be independent of the position of a station on the network.
-The "n transfer delays between stations should differ only by the differences in propagation delay between the SLZtiOnS.
-Under an overload, the bandwidth should be shared equally by every network station. While the DQDB standard makes no claims for fairness with two or Inore levels of priority, we sought to explore delay as a function of position, the sharing of bandwidth between stations when the bus is loaded above its capacity, and the ability of a single heavily loaded station to steal bLmdwidth at the expense of other stations, with the two priority traffic model.
The BWB-MOD parameter affects the throughput capacity of the bus. If N is the number of stations, and M is BWB-MOD, then the maximum utilization of the bus in steady state is N/(N+l/M) [SI. With N = SO and BWB-MOD = 8, the m,a.ximum utilization is .9975. Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of adding increasing mounts of bandwidth bahcing (BWE-MOD = 0, disables balancing, but otherwise the sm'dler the number, the stronger the effect) on a 10 stzition bus, with a single priority load of 1 kbyte packets. With bandwidth balancing disabled, and a load slightly less than the capacity of the bus, stations near the upstream end are favored (have the least delay), while those near the downstream end are at a disadvantage. As bandwidth balancing is increased, the delay advantage shifts from the upstream end of the bus to the downstre'm end.
The positional differences in station by station delay for a DQDB bus operating at loads within its capacity may be a less important indicator of fairness than the behavior of the bus under overload conditions. Conti et al. [23] have explored DQDB fairness in overload conditions. They point out that DQDB without bandwidth balancing is unpredictable in overload conditions, which we verified. That is, the share of the bandwidth available to stations when the bus is in a steady state overloaded conditions depends upon the initialization conditions. When all stations are started together in an over- tions from one trial to the next. If s~itions are ''turned on" after the bus is 'already overloaded, the differences are more dramatic. Stations which are turned on before the bus becomes overloaded retain a much larger share of the bandwidth than those which are turned on with the bus already overloaded.
With bandwidth b'dzancing, DQDB is fair in steady state overload opention in the sense thzzt every mition in a network with n stations is guardanteed a bLandwidth share of at least l h times the available bandwidth on each bus. The smaller BWB-MOD, Land the less the propagation delay, the faster steady state is reached.
Bandwidth balancing results in fair operation of an overloaded network when every stution offers the sume loud per bus. However, a uniform traffic distribution for the DQDB network results in the bus by bus distribution shown in Fig. 5 , with the station on the upstream end of one bus offering all its load on that bus. The load decreases at each station as we move downstream until the station on the downstreram end offers no load on that bus. The load on the other bus is the mirror image and is symmetric, while the sum of the loads on both buses is uniform. This symmetric per bus load does not result in fair operation of 'an overloaded network even with bandwidth balancing in effect.
We tested the effect of Bandwidth Balancing for a moderate overload of 85 Mbps in a SO station network. The DQDB standard makes no claims for f,?irness in multipriority situations, so first consider a single priority case. Fig. 9 shows the percent of offered load carried in each smtion with a single priority load of 1000 byte packets with BWB-MOD = 8. Fig.  9 (a) shows the X bus only, and we see that the first 30 st?-tions are able to carry their full share of the symmetric load.
However the farthest upstream stations are ufiible to send their full load. Fig. 9 (b) shows the combined X (and Y bus results, and we see here that only the shtions near the middle of the bus are able to transmit all their load. Fig. 10 shows the percent of the low priority offered load at a stdon which is canied on the X bus [and the average for both buses, when the network is subjected to a two priority load of about 85 Mbps (111% of total capacity) for BWB-MOD = 8. The high priority traffic which was affected very little by the overload [and is not illustrated. All high priority traffic was carried, the average transfer delay for high priority packets was only .223 ms and the worst case stition experienced a mean high priority transfer delay of 32s ms. Unfairness is apparently somewhat more severe in the two priority case than for the single priority case. The increase is, howcver, moderate.
Finally, we e x c a " i a case where a single shtion is set to generate a very heavy low priority load on a bus which would otherwise be uniformly loaded with a load of about 75 Mbps, just below the capacity of the bus. If DQDB were perfectly fair, all the traffic of all stations except the flooding station would be carried. With no balancing, all stitions downstream of the flooding station were virtually shut down, and were able to send almost none of their packets. This appeared to be true wherever we positioned the flooding sLition. However, with a BWB-MOD value of 8 or 16, all stations except the flooding station were able to send at lertst 99 % of their offered load.
Clearly the overload performance of DQDB without bandwidth balancing is unacceptable. Our immediate question was, what value of BWB-MOD should we use for comparisons with FDDI'? Smaller values of BWB-MOD reach equilibrium faster, but reduce the capacity of the bus. We experimented with values of BWB-MOD from 2 to 16 [and concluded that a BWB-MOD value of 8, which is the default value in the standard, is [an appropriate choice, and we used that value for comparisons with FDDI. We J s o conclude that, for configurations [and tmffic models such as ours, with a uniform overall load resulting in a symmetric per bus load, Bandwidth BL&inc-ing is a useful ,and necessary palliative, but not a total cure for unf,?imess in DQDB. It avoids unpredictable results in overload conditions ,and blocks any one station from flooding the network at the expense of its downstream neighbors, but it does not provide completely fair sharing of available bandwidth in symmetric overload conditions.
There is a plausible scenario h i t results in a uniform staEion by station offered load on one DQDB bus. In this scenario all traffic from stations is sent "in" to one end station.
All traffic on the other "out" bus originates in that one end stition. This might occur when DQDB is used as a ''party several stations along the bus. In this scenario, there is assumed to be no direct station to station traffic and all such traffic is routed through the switch. In overload conditions bandwidth on the in bus will be shared fairly, while there is no contention on the out bus.
VIII. COMPARISON OF FDDI ANI) 1)QI)B Fig. 11 shows the mean delay for high and low priority FDDI and DQDB packets in a 100 km, 50 sLition network a a function of load. For FDDI TTRT is set to 16 ms and T P r i to 15 ms. The DQDB BWB-MOD is set to its default value of 8. Either FDDI or DQDB are viable MAC protocols for this wnfiguntion with our two pnonty fri-tffic model. As expected, the results show that FDDI performs very well as a carrier of heavy loads of bulk traffic, even with a long ring. For loads over about 73 Mbps per chumel, the delays for the low priority bulk traffic are always less on FDDI than DQDB, and significantly higher loads can be carried on FDDI (about 92 Mbps versus 76 Mbps).
The FDDI advantage under heavy load is primarily because of the additional 9 bytes of overhead required for each 44 byte cell payload. It CM be argued that the real rate of FDDI is 125 Mbps, because of its 4 of 5 dati code and that the fixed slot structure of DQDB facilitiites more efficient use of the underling communications channel, compensating for the overhead of the short DQDB slots. However, the basic FDDI MAC timed token ring protocol could be adopted to other, more efficient, channel codes, and any channel code for DQDB or FDDI must constrain channel bandwidth and DC unbalance, while providing packet or slot framing. Improvements in code efficiency usually come at some cost elsewhere. If the fixed DQDB slot facilitates using more efficient channel codes, why this is so, or how much it does so, is not obvious.
For high priority packets, DQDB shows a clear delay advantrzge. High priority DQDB packets are not significantly delayed by lower priority uaffic, even when the lower priority traffic had been queued ahead of the higher priority traffic. In contrast, the FDDI asynchronous priorities have almost no effect on packet delays until the network starts to become saturated. Then they cause the lower priority traffic to be throttled, while allowing the high priority traffic to continue. FDDI priorities may be thought of more as a metans of ensuring that high priority packets are not lost when the network is congested, than as a means for reducing their delay in uncongested operation. Fig, 12 illustrates the delay of low priority packets, using the two priority traffic model, for FDDI and DQDB networks of 10, 25, SO 100 and 200 km at loads of SO, 70, 73 and 75 Mbps. At loads below about 73 Mbps and networks longer than about 20 km, DQDB shows a general delay advantage over F'DDI. Clearly DQDB is much less (affected by propagation delays than is FDDI. For networks longer than 200 km DQDB would generally be preferred.
FDDl is fair under all uniform loads, <and all single priority loads. It takes some effort to construct a multipriority asymmetric load causing even moderate unfL&mess in FDDI. In DQDB the mean delay of any one station relative to the others changes as a function of load, bus length and position. Even with bandwidth balancing, in DQDB networks with a symnet-50 station 100 km networks.
Low priority. info. ,field js 1000 bytes and high priority info. field is 100 bytes.
The, load is uniformly distributed with an equal number of high and low priority packets interpacket intervals are exponenrially distributed.
UQUB BWB-MOD = 8. Despite the unfairness of DQDB, its strong priority scheme may allow the use of DQDB for real-time applications. With a background load on the network which significantly exceeds the bus capacity, maximum high priority delays remain small compared to FDDI at similar loads, if the high priority load component remains substantially less thean the bus capacity.
IX. CONCEI JSION
Both FDDI asynchronous mode 'and DQDB queue ,ubimted MAC packet services have been simulated with a load which a p p r o x l m s a background of bulk Ctitii packet transfers ,and a foreground of smaller, high priority control or interactive packets. The low priority bulk &ita is 91% of the totiil load. Identical 100 Mbps communications ch,umels were assumed for each protocol. A MAN configmtion of 50 stations evenly distributed in a 100 km dual ring was studied.
Both FDDI ,and DQDB appear to be workable MAC protocols for a 100 km ring-wired MAN, with two 100 Mbps paths. With a timer values which are a compromise between maximum throughput ,and good high priority response, FDDI offers a greater capacity for bulk data traffic than DQDB. FDDI also behaves fairly under any uniformly distributed load.
DQDB offers better less than FDDI for low priority packets at all but heavy loads, and for high priority packets offers much lower delays at light or heavy loads. Mean packet delay in FDDI increases with network length, while in DQDB metan packet delay is much less dependent upon length. Without bandwidth bal,ancing DQDB behavior under overloads is unpredictable; overloads may result in the complete starvation of some stations. B'mdwidth balancing makes DQDB much better behaved under overloads, however, even with bandwidth bahcing DQDB is still not f'air under the symmetric loads on each bus generated by an overall uniform traffic distribution, 'and the unfairness is most apparent in overload conditions.
